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18 Years of Creating Measurable Lasting Enduring Peace
Leading Core Values
Compassion | Collaboration | Hospitality | Care | Trust | Community |Generosity | Love 

Vision Statement
SARAH envisions a world where women’s equality is fully realized to achieve a world of justice and 
peace.

Mission Statement  S.A.R.A.H., women of diverse cultures, faiths and beliefs, is committed to making a 
positive and meaningful difference in the world by advancing solutions that end all forms of violence 
disproportionately impacting women and girls. All of our programs address the root system of patriarchy 
and domination. To that end, our aim is to help women recognize self-awareness and personal agency 
through our programs and initiatives. We focus on cultural and systemic violence, and all of our practices 
promote circle principles which are rooted in our leading core values.We provide tools and skills to help 
and support women and girls through scholarship, education, mentoring, and a platform for their 
wisdom and voices to be heard.

http://www.SARAH4Hope.org


Who We Are
Founded in 2002 on the sacred principles of circle, hospitality, security and reconciliation 
We Practice rules of consultation based on ancient wisdom
We Dialogue and provide safe space for difficult dialogues, for better understanding of the 
other, inviting inspirational leaders, for celebrating our diversity, and giving voice to all 
women and girls.
We Educate online trainings, through panel discussions, events online, in community, homes, 
universities, places of worship and global conferences.
We Collaborate with small and global organizations
We Raise Awareness, dollars and action for our most vulnerable 
We Galvanize thousands into service 
We Honor others with our Annual Vision of Peace Award and Spotlight publications and 
webinars.
We Community Build by bridging alliance and cooperation among community and 
organizations to collaborate for the greater needs of humanity, especially our most 
vulnerable.

Featured Reports
• Harvard University’s Pluralism Project, The Women’s Interfaith Movement Post 911 

Initiative
• Ford Foundation’s Difficult Dialogues
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2021 Programs and Projects

Programs Events and Initiatives
• The General Congress of Women 
• The Wisdom Class Series
• The Death Throes of Patriarchy Series
• Urgent Call From The Spirit of The Feminine Series with Grandmother Flordeymayo
• Online “Virtual Red Tent” gatherings
• Online conversations on Race, White Privilege, Addressing Fear and Polarization
• Passover Seder with Dr. Riane Eisler and Aliza Hava 
•

2021 Signature Programs

The General Congress of Women

Inspired by the clarion call and 150th 
anniversary of The Mother’s Day 
Proclamation, a General Congress of Women 

(GCW) is being called to address the greater 
needs of peace by addressing each of the 
themes of the Beijing 12 Critical Areas of 
Concern.

Utilizing the Fruit of Life, a model found in all 
humanity and nature, with the influence of the 
Beijing 12 Critical Areas of Concern and applying the Agreement of 
Care and Caregiving, we believe the solutions to any of the world’s 
problems that you may be addressing can be accelerated. 
 
The United Nations Women's 12 Critical Areas of Concern
Women and Education | Women and Health | Violence Against Women 
| Women and Armed Conflict | Women and the Economy | Women in 
Power and Decision-Making | Human Rights of Women | Women and 
the Medicine | Institutional Mechanisms | Women and the Media | 
Women and the Environment

Applying the Beijing Platform for Action 
Insuring each Area of Concern is considered in all decision making through the 12 Areas of 
Concern:

Poverty | Education | Health | Violence | Armed Conflict | Economic Power and Decision 
Making | Mechanisms For The Advancement of Women | Human Rights | Media | Women 

Environment | Girl Child 
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“…In the name of womanhood and of humanity, I 
earnestly ask that a general congress of women 
without limit of nationality may be appointed and 
held at some place deemed most convenient and at 
the earliest period consistent with its objects, to 
promote the alliance of the different nationalities, 
the amicable settlement of international questions, 
the great and general interests of peace.” 
                       The Mother’s Day Proclamation 1870

http://www.SARAH4Hope.org
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/in-focus/csw59/feature-stories
https://8145eceb-7232-4bf0-9fae-7eb242973287.filesusr.com/ugd/402283_3de3ffe9550d40a8ad1307e8c35b7729.pdf
https://8145eceb-7232-4bf0-9fae-7eb242973287.filesusr.com/ugd/402283_3de3ffe9550d40a8ad1307e8c35b7729.pdf


In January we will be releasing a song produced for us called
Arise All Women Who Have Hearts, singing the Mother’s 
Day Proclamation, by Aliza Hava 

The Death Throes of Patriarch

"I need to keep telling myself these are the death throes of 
patriarchy. The thrashing tail of the dying dinosaur, 
thrashing violently about in resistance to what is already 
here - which is a new paradigm. It is a new understanding of 
our interconnectedness and our oneness and our connection 
to the Earth and what we owe the Earth and what the Earth 
has sacrificed for us. That is the work of the Divine 
Feminine.”   
-Kathe Schaaf 

This monthly series addresses relevant topics including 
racial parity and justice, the direct impact of patriarchy 
on women and girls, men and boys, and all living things. 

Past calls:
The Divine Feminine In Form | The Rise of The Divine Feminine | Demystifying the Impact of 
Patriarchy on Women and Men. | Becoming Anti-Racist | Our Youth’s Perspective on 
Patriarchal systems relating to faith, spirituality and religion

Urgent Call From The Spirit of The Feminine; finding Balance Within Yourself with 
Grandmother Flordemayo

The day of I'x is the day of the Mayan calendar that 
represents feminine agility, grace, power, wisdom 
and our connection to the heavens and earth. We 

are not only honoring this day on the calendar, but the 
era of I'X that we are in.  We hold these calls every 20 
days of I’X as Grandmother Flordemayo, along with 
Heather Hall - Dudney Stone, daughter of Grandmother 
and Program Director of The Path share their deep 
spiritual wisdom so necessary to bring balance to our 
world and to our selves. Grandmother also welcomes 
other Indigenous Grandmothers and Special Guests.
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Wisdom Class Series

We understand that these unprecedented times 
call for new solutions to old problems.
We discovered that too many gifted, skilled and 

passionate people who conduct workshops for free, and 
have the curriculum and expertise, do not offer online 
workshops because they do not have:
• The notoriety, celebrity, massive contact list
• Funds for an online platform 
• Technical know how

The Wisdom Class Series offers a solution to all of those problems. 
All workshops trainings adhere to SARAH’s Vision and Mission Statement, are inclusive to all, 
and answer 4 important questions:  
Is it good for the participant/student? Is it good for the presenter?  It good for the world? Is it 
good for our world as laid out in the SDG’s? 
Our ultimate goal is to give voice to those whose wisdom must be heard, learned, and paid 
for. 

The Virtual Red Tent Circles

Our first Circle was held on August 2002, and since then we have been meeting in living 
rooms and various locations monthly utilizing circle principles to better understand one 
another’s faith and social perspectives, create together, laugh, cry, explore and listen 

in sacred new and old age manners. 

Years before the current pandemic we had been 
hosting online meetings to expand our borders to all 
women around the country and the world, so when 
meeting in person was no longer possible, we were 
already comfortably gathering online.

It is in circle where solutions are found, ideas are 
heard and expanded on, fears are addressed, healing 
occurs, we respond spontaneously to the needs of 
our immediate communities and the world, and we 
conspire to use our collective voice for lasting and 
enduring solutions and peace for all living things on our planet. 

As women, we are responding to our innate imperative to create life, protect all that we love, 
our family, our community, and our world for the next 7 generations. 
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The Goddess Files

This creative and clever idea invites women to research who 
their goddess archetype is according to their lineage and 
characteristics. Then, the talented comic strip artist Tony Fero 

will create that goddess drawing and will include her in our comic 
strip series, eventually made into a book, and later as a movie. 
Each woman who commissions a goddess, will also prescribe the 
qualities, strengths, and powers of that goddess that she wants to 
represent her, and then contribute to the story line for that particular 
series. Eventually, we expect to have a huge cast of goddesses, all 
discovered by women all around the world who have been invited 
the opportunity to look for them and find that goddess within herself. 
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Programs, 
Initiatives, 

workshops, 
platforms, 

opportunities and 
spaces for 

women’s wisdom 
to be discovered 

and activated

Inspiration and

Education

Space For Women’s Voices

Collaboration  in the spirit of 
Feminine Leadership

Addressing Social Impact 
Issues 

Improving Conditions and Advancing 
Solutions For Women and Girls 

Through Stronger Women’s Voices 
and Equality in Decision Making 

Impact 

Beijing 12 Critical Areas of Concern

S.A.R.A.H. THEORY OF CHANGETheory of Change
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In Sacred Need
We are seeking funds so that we can responsibly manage the increasing need for 
programming for women’s leadership that is emerging in unprecedented ways.  

Funding will allow us to:
• Conduct a Needs Assessment Survey and Participatory Impact Study
• Develop a new website
• Support our efforts to develop and pay for The General Congress of Women.
• Fund our Goddess Files project
• Fund the production of our song The Mothers Day Proclamation by Aliza Hava
• Grow our operations and sustainability responsibility.
• Hire 2 young women interns

We reach a critical mass of women and men who are otherwise left out of the equation when 
one thinks of who unknowingly contributes  to the problem afflicting the Critical Areas of 
Concern laid out in the UN’s Beijing Platform For Action. 

Women make up more than 80% of all buying decisions in the home. Those buying decisions 
often keep women and girls shackled in poverty and inequality. Women and men alike make 
decisions and move through their day in manners that impact the systemic problems found in 
every one of the Sustainable Development Goals and Beijing 12 Critical Areas of Concern. 
By addressing these issues, framed in a manner of the Beijing+25 U.N. Platform For Change, 
recognizing our interrelated nature, and our interdependent solutions, through every one of 
our programs and initiatives, we can reach a critical mass and see measurable and lasting 
change. 

SARAH is the oldest, largest, and longest operating women’s interfaith organization and has 
a track record of 18 years of peace building and women’s leadership support, and a well-
deserved reputation of being a voice of integrity and power. We are in a watershed moment 
of women’s leadership and it is time that we shore up our resources, relationships, tools and 
skills, in a systematic manner that moves creates a safe, sustainable, just and healthy world 
for and by women and girls. 

SARAH outside the AME Church the night of the Charleston Massacre in South Carolina
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Our Outreach

www.SARAH4Hope.org
(949) 584-7841

501c3 26-1357326
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